The left putamen is known to be important for speech production, but some patients with left putamen damage can produce speech remarkably well. We investigated the neural mechanisms that support this recovery by using a combination of techniques to identify the neural regions and pathways that compensate for loss of the left putamen during speech production. First, we used fMRI to identify the brain regions that were activated during reading aloud and picture naming in a patient with left putamen damage. This revealed that the patient had abnormally high activity in the left premotor cortex. Second, we used dynamic causal modeling of the patient's fMRI data to understand how this premotor activity influenced other speech production regions and whether the same neural pathway was used by our 24 neurologically normal control subjects. Third, we validated the compensatory relationship between putamen and premotor cortex by showing, in the control subjects, that lower connectivity through the putamen increased connectivity through premotor cortex. Finally, in a lesion-deficit analysis, we demonstrate the explanatory power of our fMRI results in new patients who had damage to the left putamen, left premotor cortex, or both. Those with damage to both had worse reading and naming scores. The results of our four-pronged approach therefore have clinical implications for predicting which patients are more or less likely to recover their speech after left putaminal damage.
Introduction
The putamen (PUT) is part of the basal ganglia system, which is known to play important roles in speech production (Rosen et al., 2000; Gil Robles et al., 2005; Tettamanti et al., 2005; Booth et al., 2007; Marchand et al., 2008; Seghier and Price, 2010; Oberhuber et al., 2013) and other motor control functions (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Kaji, 2001; . A previous review of language in patients with subcortical lesions (Nadeau and Crosson, 1997) indicated that most patients with putamen damage have deficits at the level of motor execution of speech (e.g., dysarthria).
Three previous fMRI studies have investigated how some patients maintain or regain their language skills when the left putamen is no longer available. The first study showed strong activation in bilateral inferior frontal and superior temporal gyri during a sentence completion task in a patient with a left subcortical lesion that damaged the entire putamen (Kim et al., 2002) . The second study showed that a patient with a "pure" left putaminal lesion named pictures with abnormally high activation in the left central sulcus and ventral angular gyrus (Fridriksson et al., 2005) . The third study investigated therapy-induced changes to connectivity parameters during picture naming in a bilingual aphasic patient with damage to the left lentiform nucleus (Abutalebi et al., 2009) . Plausibly, areas showing abnormally high activation in these patients may be parts of neural pathways that can support accurate speech production without the left putamen, but this was not formally tested. To explain how some patients might recover their speech production abilities better than others, we combined imaging and lesion-mapping techniques in a four-part study to investigate how speech production can be supported after left putamen damage.
In Part 1, we used fMRI in a 51-year-old patient with extensive left capsular-putaminal damage to identify brain areas with abnormally high activation during successful reading aloud and picture-naming responses. The identified areas became candidates for understanding the compensatory mechanisms that support speech after putaminal damage. In Part 2, we used dynamic causal modeling (DCM; Friston et al., 2003) of the patient fMRI data to test whether, and how, activation in the potentially compensating areas influenced the dynamics of activation in brain regions that control speech output. In Part 3, we validated the findings by testing whether the compensatory pathways used by the patient were also used in neurologically normal control subjects and, if so, how this depended on engagement of the putamen pathway. Any evidence for a tradeoff between pathways (i.e., strength of connectivity in one being inversely correlated with the strength of connectivity in another) would indicate that one pathway could compensate for another . Finally, in Part 4, we tested the explanatory power of the findings in new patients who had damage to the putamen, the compensatory areas, or both. Our expectation was that speech would be worse when both pathways were damaged, even after controlling for lesion size.
Materials and Methods
The study was approved by the London Queen Square Research Ethics Committee. All participants gave informed consent.
Part 1: identifying areas that might compensate for loss of the left putamen
Subjects. A right-handed, female patient [PS0082 from the PLORAS (Predict Language Outcome and Recovery After Stroke) database; and 24 neurologically normal right-handed control subjects were included in the fMRI study. All subjects spoke English as a native language. The patient experienced a stroke at the age of 51 years. Her lesion was located in the left lentiform nucleus at mean center MNI coordinates of x ϭ Ϫ26, y ϭ Ϫ2, z ϭ Ϫ2, and with a total size of 35 cm 3 ( Fig. 1 ). As illustrated in Figure 1 , the stroke completely damaged her left putamen, most of the globus pallidus, the claustrum, and a dorsal part of the left caudate nucleus. The lesion also damaged the internal capsule, particularly its anterior limb, and some parts of the external capsule, and extended dorsally into the neighboring white matter, which includes the superior occipitofrontal fasciculus and the corona radiata (Bürgel et al., 2006, see their Figs. 7 and 10 for an illustration of these tracts). In line with previous studies, we refer to this lesion as capsular-putaminal or striatocapsular damage (for discussion, see Naeser et al., 1982; Nadeau and Crosson, 1997) .
Despite this damage, the patient was still able to produce correct responses during reading and naming when we first tested her 15 months after her stroke using all subtests of the Comprehensive Aphasia Test (CAT; Swinburn et al., 2004) , which assesses cognitive, receptive, and expressive speech abilities. Specifically, the CAT defines behavioral t scores for individual patients in a set of 34 different tasks. As detailed in Swinburn et al. (2004) , each score defines how a given patient performed relative to a distribution of 60 patients with poststroke aphasia. The threshold of impairment in each task is derived from a second population of 27 people with normal language and cognition. The threshold of impairment thus varies with task. Performance below the threshold implies that the patient would be in the bottom 5% of that in the normal population. Note that aphasic patients can score within the normal range on many of the subtests of the CAT; this occurs most frequently when patients have relatively mild aphasia or when the subtests are relatively easy (for detailed discussion, see Howard et al., 2010) . Overall, within each task, lower t scores indicate poorer performance. The patient's scores for each test can be seen in Table 1 . The only scores still in the aphasic range were observed for auditory repetition of words and nonwords. Repetition errors were mainly phonemic paraphasias affecting just one phoneme (i.e., errors were in the place and manner of articulation, but rarely in voicing). There was no clear effect of the number of syllables or consonant combinations.
The control group consisted of 24 healthy right-handed subjects (11 females, 13 males; mean age, 26 Ϯ 18 years), who also participated in our previous study . Subjects were native English speakers, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Those 24 subjects were included in the present study because they showed robust activation at our regions of interest (ROIs) used in the DCM analysis (as detailed below).
Details of the fMRI experiment. During two separate scanning sessions, subjects were asked to (1) read aloud 96 three to six letter object names with consistent spelling-to-sound relationships (e.g., hat, tent, horse, carrot); (2) name presented pictures of familiar objects; and (3) say "1, 2, 3" to meaningless symbols or pictures of nonobjects (unfamiliar stimuli). In each session, there were four different blocks of each stimulus type. Within a block (18 s), 12 stimuli were presented at a rate of three (as a "triad"), with 1 stimulus above and 2 below (comprising 4 triads of stimuli). The interval between the onset of each triad was always 4.5 s. This encouraged the patient and healthy subjects to respond as rapidly as possible (with a maximum of a mean 1.5 s per stimulus). The same triads were presented as words and pictures across participants (to equate articulation responses). Only trials where all three stimuli in a triad were read or named correctly were considered as correct trials. Each block was preceded by 3.6 s of instructions (e.g., READ, NAME), and the patient was able to read and understand the written instructions. The order of conditions was counterbalanced within the session with six blocks of fixation (14.4 s each), one every two stimulus blocks.
For the reading and object-naming conditions, all stimuli were derived from a set of 192 objects with three to six letter common names with regular spelling-to-sound relationships: 33 objects had three-letter names (cat, bus, hat), 65 had four-letter names (ship, bell, frog, hand), 58 had five-letter names (teeth, camel, snake), and 36 had six-letter names (spider, dagger, button). The majority (n ϭ 140) of these object names were monosyllabic (e.g., bell, bus, horse, dog), 47 were bisyllabic (carrot, flower, spider, window), and five were trisyllabic (camera, onion, piano, potato, tomato; Hu et al., 2010) . There was no obvious semantic relationship among the three different objects in the triad (e.g., slide, axe, cup).
The accuracy of vocal responses during all conditions was recorded with an MRI-compatible microphone. To minimize artifacts from head motion and airflow caused by the mouth opening and closing, subjects were instructed to whisper their response with minimal mouth movement. Although a sound cancellation system allowed us to identify the accuracy of vocal response, it was not possible to extract the response times. Stimulus presentation was via a video projector, a front projection screen, and a system of mirrors fastened to a head coil. Additional details about the paradigm and stimuli can be found in our previous work (Josse et al., 2008; Seghier and Price, 2011) .
MRI acquisition. Experiments were performed on a 1.5 T scanner (Siemens Medical Systems). Functional imaging consisted of a gradient-echo EPI sequence (TR, 3600 ms; TE, 50 ms; flip angle, 90°; FOV, 192 mm; matrix, 64 ϫ 64; 40 axial slices, 2 mm thick with a 1 mm gap). Functional scanning was always preceded by 14.4 s of dummy scans to ensure tissue steady-state magnetization. An anatomical scan was also acquired and later used for spatial normalization as described below. This was a 3D T1-weighted, modified equilibrium Fourier transform sequence with the following parameters: TR, 12.24 ms; TE, 3.56 ms; TI, 530 ms; FOV, 256 ϫ 224 mm; acquisition matrix, 256 ϫ 224; 1 mm slice thickness for 1 mm 3 isotropic voxels.
fMRI data analysis. Data-processing and statistical analyses were performed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping SPM5 software package (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; http://www. fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). All functional volumes were spatially realigned, unwarped, normalized to the MNI space using the unified normalization-segmentation procedure of SPM5, and smoothed with an isotropic 6 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, with a resulting voxel size of 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 mm 3 . Time series from each voxel were high-pass filtered (1/128 Hz cutoff) to remove low-frequency noise and signal drift. The preprocessed functional volumes of each subject were then submitted to a fixed-effects analysis, using the general linear model at each voxel. Each stimulus onset was modeled as an event encoded in condition-specific "stick functions" with an interstimulus interval of 4.5 s and a duration of 4.32 s per trial. Trials were grouped by blocks of four events (near to the configuration of a block design). The resulting stimulus functions were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function to form regressors for the linear model.
For each subject (patient and control subjects), we computed the contrast images for naming, reading, and saying "1, 2, 3," each relative to fixation. These images were then entered into a second-level analysis (i.e., random-effects analysis) with patient and control subjects modeled separately so that we could identify areas where the patient activated more or less than normal during each of the tasks. The analysis was performed with SPM, which estimates t values after computing a pooled variance, based on the assumption that the patient's brain response constitutes the mean value of a (hypothetical) population with a variance equal to that of the control group (for a similar procedure, see Mühlau et al., 2009 ). This pooled approach in SPM is equivalent to the Crawford-Howell modified t test (Crawford and Howell, 1998) . We expected that activation in the damaged left putamen would be less than normal (i.e., absent). Any areas that were more activated than normal were identified as candidates for "compensatory areas/pathways" that might be able to support speech production after left putaminal damage. Only effects that were positive (i.e., positive effect size relative to fixation) in the patient and control subjects were retained (i.e., relative differences in deactivations were omitted). The resulting candidates for compensatory areas/pathways after left putamen damage were subsequently validated by showing a negative correlation in activation/connectivity for the candidate regions and the left putamen.
Part 2: identifying whether and how the compensatory areas contribute to speech production
Having identified the neural regions that support reading and picture naming in the patient with left putamen damage, we investigated how the identified regions contributed to speech production. To achieve this, we used DCM (Friston et al., 2003) to assess task-related directional functional connectivity, which indicates how brain activity is propagated through the speech production system. The main advantage of DCM is the opportunity to estimate how the rate of change of activity in one region influences the rate of change in other regions (Friston et al., 2003) . This in turn leads to information about the direction of the influence one brain region may have on another rather than implying a nondirectional correlation. The parameterization of the hemodynamic model in DCM is region specific, which makes DCM reasonably robust in the event of stroke-related disturbances of the neurovascular coupling. More details about DCM can be found elsewhere (Friston et al., 2003; Seghier et al., 2010) .
We have already developed a multistage DCM procedure ) that expresses the difference between a patient and control subjects in terms of increased or reduced coupling between pairs of regions (for more details, see also Seghier et al., 2010) . The expectation here is that recovery might be enabled by a boost in effective connectivity through one or more alternative pathways . All DCM analyses were performed in SPM8.
ROI selection. A total of six ROIs were selected for subsequent DCM analyses. Five of these regions were the same as those used in our previous study of reading networks in the same neurologically normal control subjects used here . All five of these regions were significantly more activated during reading than fixation in the control subjects, and all but the putamen were significantly activated for reading relative to fixation in the patient (Table 2 , list of coordinates). The first region was in the ventral occipital cortex (vOCC) and served as the input area where sensory stimuli drive activation through the system. This is essential for the deterministic DCM algorithm used here, and enables the analysis to quantify how driving regions respond to external stimuli (see next section for more details). The second region was in the anterior part of the ventral occipito-temporal sulcus (aOT) and is associated with word and object recognition. The third and fourth areas were the thala- mus and the putamen. The fifth region was located in the motor cortex (MC), where speech production activity culminates in outputting motor commands for articulation. The sixth region was an area in the left premotor cortex (PM) that was not included in our previous DCM study but was included here because it was found, in Part 1 of this study, to be more activated during reading and naming in the patient than in the healthy control subjects (for details, see the results of Part 1). Data (i.e., the time series of BOLD activity) were extracted and adjusted to the F-contrast, from each of our six ROIs, at the exact coordinates listed in Table 2 in the patient or within 6 mm distance of the group coordinates ( p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected) for each healthy control subject. This restriction is necessary so that DCM models are consistent and can be compared across subjects . In the patient, the absence of activation in the damaged left putamen meant that we had to reduce the statistical threshold until a noisy signal could be extracted (for a similar rationale, see Seghier et al., 2012) . It was not possible (1) to replace the intact putamen with a noisy region in control subjects because, statistically speaking, this is not valid, as the influence of the intact putamen on other regions is already recorded in the collected time series of other nodes; or (2) to completely omit the putamen in control subjects because Bayesian model comparison operates only in models with the same regions. As discussed in Seghier et al. (2010) , our approach is a good approximation of a system with damaged putamen, and it allows the contribution of this region in both the patient and control subjects to be assessed (i.e., as a dysfunctional or an intact node, respectively). All six regions were significantly activated during speech production in the control subjects. Data from the two speech production sessions were then concatenated for each subject separately, before being incorporated in DCM analyses.
DCM analysis. Our DCM analyses were performed separately on the patients (i.e., with a dysfunctional putamen) and the healthy control subjects (i.e., with an intact putamen). For a given model, DCM estimates the following three different sets of effective connectivity parameters, corresponding to different kinds of matrices: (1) input parameters (i.e., the C-matrix) that quantify how brain regions respond to external stimuli; (2) endogenous parameters (i.e., the A-matrix) reflecting the average or baseline connectivity that characterizes the coupling between regions in the absence of external inputs; and (3) modulatory parameters (i.e., the B-matrix) that measure changes in effective connectivity induced by experimental conditions. These different parameters are expressed in hertz within the DCM framework.
Our DCM models were defined as follows: (1) all visual triads with correct responses were grouped as a single driving input that entered the system at vOCC; (2) all regions were connected reciprocally and were modeled by bidirectional connections, except a direct connection between vOCC and MC ; and (3) connections to and from the putamen were varied, yielding 31 possible models in total (Fig. 2 , illustration), which allowed us to test how the model evidence changed as the number of connections with the putamen increased. MC was considered as the system output region, which received inputs from all regions except vOCC, because we did not expect a direct causal influence from visual areas on primary motor cortices. Our models thus tested how information propagated from vOCC to MC through one or more intermediate regions. All connections were modulated by the following two parameters: correct trials with meaningful stimuli "naming plus reading"; and their difference "naming minus reading." This allowed us to distinguish between modulatory effects for naming and reading relative to saying "1, 2, 3," as well as the differences between reading and naming. Subsequently, Bayesian model selection was performed over the entire DCM space of 31 models, and we used Bayesian model averaging (Penny et al., 2010) to estimate the posterior values of the different connectivity parameters over the whole model space. The results (optimal model and individual connection strengths) were then compared in the patient and the control subjects. We expected the patient to have abnormally low connectivity through the damaged putamen but abnormally strong connectivity in any pathway that might be compensating for loss of the left putamen. We used a Crawford-Howell modified t test (Crawford and Howell, 1998) to look for enhanced connectivity in the patient compared with our 24 healthy control subjects.
Part 3: validating the patient findings by testing whether and how the compensatory pathways are used in neurologically normal control subjects
On the basis of our prior work , we predicted that, if one pathway can compensate for another, this might be expressed as intersubject variability in the control group. Specifically, within the control subjects, we investigated whether the strength of connectivity through the left putamen was inversely related to the strength of connectivity through the pathway that was compensating for loss of the putamen in the patient. Such a finding would also demonstrate dissociable neuronal pathways for the same task across healthy subjects.
Part 4: testing the explanatory power of the findings in other patients with left putaminal damage
Using independent data, this lesion deficit analysis tested whether other patients with damage to the left putamen were more likely to recover if the alternative pathway through the premotor cortex is intact than if it is damaged. Put another way, if the premotor cortex was required to support reading and naming after damage to the left putamen, we predicted Figure 2 . A schematic illustration of the 6-region models used in the patient and healthy control subjects. Connections in solid lines are present in all models; connections to and from the putamen (in dotted lines) varied across the 31 models (i.e., a total of five bidirectional connections involved the putamen). that deficits would be worse in patients with damage to both the putamen and premotor cortex than in patients with damage to either the putamen or the premotor cortex. Patients were selected from the PLORAS database (Price et al., 2010) that links structural scans from hundreds of patients with their standardized language scores and demographic details. All patients are tested on all subtests of the CAT (Swinburn et al., 2004) . From this repository, we searched for right-handed patients with (1) left hemisphere stroke (time poststroke, Ͼ3 months); (2) English as their native language; and (3) damage to the left putamen, the left premotor cortex, or both. The search for lesions at our regions of interest was made possible thanks to the fact that all patients in the PLORAS database had their lesions delineated at high spatial definition in the MNI space. Our regions of interest were spheres (8 mm diameter) centered at the MNI coordinates of the putamen and premotor activations observed in the control subjects (Table 2) . We searched for patients who had Ͼ75% damage to either of these areas.
There were 42 right-handed native English speakers who met our criteria (for details, see Table 4 ). They were split into four groups according to their lesion location and size. Group 1 included seven patients with Ͼ75% damage to both regions. Group 2 included 13 patients with Ͼ75% damage to the putamen only. The patient included in the fMRI analysis (PS0082) also met the criteria for Group 2 but was not included in the lesion analysis. She was the first patient to be tested with a relatively discrete left putamen lesion, hence her inclusion in the fMRI study. By the time the other 13 patients were recruited, the scanner and fMRI protocol we were using had changed. Group 3 included 22 patients with Ͼ75% damage to premotor cortex only. This group was split into two parts on the basis of lesion size. Group 3A (n ϭ 15) had the same range of lesions as Group 1 (90 -194 cm 3 ). Group 3B (n ϭ 7) had a smaller range of lesions (31-84 cm 3 ). The range of lesion sizes in Group 2 were also smaller than those in Group 1 (26 -97 cm 3 ). The standardized reading and naming scores of Group 1, as derived from the CAT, were compared with those of Groups 2 and 3 using two-sample one-tailed t tests. One outlier, from Group 1, was excluded because the patient's score was abnormally far (Ͼ2 SDs) above the mean scores of that group.
One practical issue here is that a lesion that damaged a combination of regions (putamen and left premotor cortex) is likely to be larger than lesions that damaged individual sites. Here we account for this factor by matching lesions for size in patients in Group 1 and Group 3A (Fig. 3 , illustration of the lesion overlap across patients of both groups). Crucially, a combination of lesions would not necessarily result in worse performance by virtue of its size alone; a combination of lesions should only lead to worse performance if, and only if, critical sites (e.g., alternative pathways) are included. For instance, across 94 patients with subcortical damage, Miyai et al. (2000) examined motor outcome in patients with damage to both putamen and thalamus (and internal capsule) versus patients with damage to either putamen or thalamus. They found, perhaps surprisingly, that patients with damage to both structures had better performance and recovery than patients with damage to either structure alone, with this finding being interpreted by the fact that their combination of lesions did not include critical motor regions (for discussion, see Miyai et al., 2000). Indeed, a few studies have highlighted the importance of the structural integrity of critical regions in supporting recovery for a given function regardless of lesion size (Miyai et al., 2000; Kawanishi et al., 2002; Fridriksson, 2010; Kim and Jang, 2013) .
Results

In-scanner performance
In the fMRI experiment, a response was considered correct when all three stimuli in a triad were read/named correctly. Over our healthy control subjects, accuracy across sessions was on average 99 Ϯ 1% for word reading and 90 Ϯ 9% for object naming. In the patient, accuracy across sessions was 100% for word reading and 66% for object naming. In 40% of the errors made under speeded naming, the patient was able to name two of three objects correctly in those triads.
Part 1: identifying areas that might compensate for loss of the left putamen As expected, the patient had no activation in her damaged left putamen compared with the control subjects (i.e., control subjects Ͼ patient: Z ϭ 8.6 for reading-fixation; and Z ϭ 9.0 for naming-fixation). In contrast, the patient showed enhanced activation (Fig. 4) in part of the left PM (MNI coordinates: x ϭ Ϫ38, y ϭ ϩ6, z ϭ ϩ32) during reading relative to fixation (Z ϭ 7.4), naming relative to fixation (Z ϭ 4.8), reading relative to saying "1, 2, 3" to unfamiliar symbols (Z ϭ 6.4), and naming relative to saying "1, 2, 3" to unfamiliar nonobjects (Z ϭ 4.3). The difference between the patient and control subjects was not significant ( p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected) in PM during saying "1, 2, 3" to unfamiliar stimuli. Overactivation in PM designated it as a potentially compensatory region that could be investigated and validated further (Fig. 4) . The PM area was thus included in the DCM analyses to test whether and how it contributed to articulatory activity in the motor cortex.
Part 2: identifying whether and how the compensatory areas contribute to speech production The DCM model with the highest evidence in the patient included all connections between the input region (vOCC) and all other intact regions (Fig. 2) . However, there were no connections to and from the putamen (Table 3) , as would be expected when data are extracted from a lesioned (dysfunctional) region (Fig. 5) . In contrast, the best model for the control group was a fully connected model including all connections to and from the putamen.
Interestingly, the connection strengths for the patient were mostly within the normal range (Fig. 6) . Those below the normal range were all those pertaining to the putamen, and the task-dependent modulations on all those feeding into the motor output area (MC; Fig. 6 , columns 1-10, 13, 21, and 28). Those at the top or above the normal range were all those driving the premotor area (PM; Fig. 6 , columns 22-25) and all the endogenous inputs and outputs to the thalamus (Fig. 6 , columns 11-22), with the exception of the connection between the thalamus and motor output area (Fig. 6, column 21) . The most significant increase in connection strength for the patient relative to control subjects was observed on the connection from the thalamus to the premotor cortex during naming and reading (Crawford-Howell t score ϭ 6.3; p Ͻ 0.05, Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons).
These results indicate that the overactivation in PM, reported in Part 1, was the consequence of increased connectivity from other parts of the network [thalamus, vOCC, anterior occipitotemporal cortex], during speech production tasks (naming and reading). The DCM results therefore verify the overactivation as well as indicate the mechanisms that resulted in the overactivation in PM.
Part 3: validating the patient findings by testing whether and how the compensatory pathways are used in neurologically normal control subjects The aim of this analysis was to dissociate different speech production pathways that did and did not include connectivity through the putamen. A dissociation was defined by a negative relationship, across the control subjects, between the strength of connectivity in two different connections. We focused on finding any connections where the connectivity strength was inversely proportional to that in vOCC ¡ PUT. We chose the endogenous connectivity strength (Table 3) of the connection vOCC ¡ PUT as the independent variable because we had already established in our previous study that the connection from the driving region to PUT plays an important role in reading . None of the negative correlations with vOCC ¡ PUT were significant at p Ͻ 0.05 with Bonferroni correction for the number of Figure 4 . Top, The area of left premotor cortex (in yellow) that was activated by reading relative to saying"1, 2, 3" to meaningless symbols in the patient more than in the 24 healthy control subjects (MNI coordinates: x ϭ Ϫ38, y ϭ ϩ6, z ϭ ϩ32; Z-score ϭ 6.4; p Ͻ 0.05, FWE corrected; with 19 voxels surpassing a threshold of p Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected and masked inclusively with the contrast reading relative to fixation in the patient and control subjects). This effect, at the junction between the precentral sulcus and the inferior frontal sulcus, is projected onto the normalized T1 scan of the patient, which shows the left putamen damage in the coronal (middle) slice. Enhanced activation for the patient was also observed, but not shown, in the left thalamus (Z-score ϭ 5.3; size ϭ 11 voxels), which was already a region of interest from our previous DCM analysis. Bottom, The relative effect sizes for reading in the patient (black bar) and the control subjects (gray bars). Differential activation was observed even though in-scanner reading accuracy was matched in the patient and control subjects.
connections investigated. However, as illustrated in Figure 6 (bottom bar graph), there was a consistent trend for all connections involving PM to be negatively correlated with vOCC ¡ PUT, with one noticeable significant effect ( p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected) involving the connection vOCC ¡ PM (r ϭ Ϫ0.39, p ϭ 0.03, df ϭ 23). A similar correlation profile was obtained when we looked at the correlations across subjects in terms of effective connectivity during reading and naming. By construction, modulatory parameters are additive (Friston et al., 2003) ; thus, the effective connectivity when reading and naming are "on" equates to the sum of the baseline parameters in the A-matrix plus the task-dependent modulations in the B-matrix. Again, the most significant negative correlation in effective connectivity during reading and naming was between vOCC ¡ PUT and vOCC ¡ PM (r ϭ Ϫ0.48, p ϭ 0.008, df ϭ 23). This tradeoff between the role of the putamen and premotor cortex in the control subjects is consistent with that seen in the patient.
Part 4: testing the explanatory power of the findings in other patients with left putaminal damage As predicted on the basis of the fMRI results, standardized reading and naming scores were worse (i.e., lower CAT scores) in Group 1 subjects, who had damage to both the putamen and the premotor cortex, than subjects in the other groups ( p Ͻ 0.05), who had damage to either the putamen or the premotor cortex (for more details, see Table 4 ).
Discussion
This study combined four complementary analyses to identify and validate neural pathways that compensate for loss of the left putamen during reading and naming. In Part 1, we show that our patient with a left capsular-putaminal lesion showed abnormally high activation in the left premotor cortex, a region structurally connected to the putamen (Henry et al., 2004; Postuma and Dagher, 2006; Draganski et al., 2008; Ford et al., 2013) . This led us to hypothesize that the increased activation in the left premotor cortex might be compensating for loss of function at the site of the lesion. Indeed, both the premotor cortex and putamen have been associated with motor programming and articulatory coding (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; . For instance, in a sample of 106 patients with diverse profiles of aphasia, damage to a similar region in the premotor cortex was shown to be strongly correlated with phonological naming errors (Schwartz et al., 2012) . Alternatively, the precise location of the premotor region, at the junction between the precentral sulcus and the inferior frontal sulcus (i.e., the inferior frontal junction; Fig. 4) , may reflect heightened demands on cognitive control mechanisms during both reading and naming tasks (Derrfuss et al., 2005; Sundermann and Pfleiderer, 2012) .
Many previous functional imaging studies have also attributed abnormally high activations in patients to plausible compensatory systems (Turkeltaub et al., 2011) . Some have demonstrated the usefulness and reliability of fMRI for mapping language recovery systems in brain-lesioned patients (Karbe et al., 1998; Mimura et al., 1998; Cao et al., 1999; Calvert et al., 2000; Fernandez et al., 2004; Saur et al., 2006; Ino et al., 2008; Piras and Marangolo, 2009; Wimmer et al., 2010; Turkeltaub et al., 2011; Fridriksson et al., 2012; Szaflarski et al., 2013) . Others have attempted to extract useful features from the fMRI responses that can be used for prognostic purposes in stroke patients (Loubinoux et al., 2007; Saur et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013) . However, the explanatory power of these systems for predicting outcome after brain damage has not previously been demonstrated. Our study takes three steps forward by investigating the following: the neural pathways that the compensatory areas are contributing to; validating the dissociation of damaged and compensatory pathways in other populations; and demonstrating the explanatory power of the findings in other patients with new lesion deficit analyses that test whether behavioral outcome after damage to one pathway is better than that after damage to both pathways.
In Part 2, we investigated the neural pathway associated with the left PM that had abnormally high activation in our patient with left putamen damage (as identified in Part 1). Using dynamic causal modeling (Friston et al., 2003) , we show that PM was responding to inputs from the other intact regions of our model; and that connectivity increased for naming and reading relative to saying "1, 2, 3." In particular, the strength of the connection from the thalamus to PM was significantly higher in the patient relative to control subjects during the reading and naming tasks. Thus, we contribute to a mechanistic explanation of how a particular recovery pattern emerged through changes in inter-regional interactions using directional functional connec- tivity analyses . In a previous DCM study, recovery in a patient with damage to the left lentiform nucleus was associated with increased connectivity between language (fusiform and inferior frontal gyri) and control (caudate and anterior cingulate region) systems (Abutalebi et al., 2009 ). However, only endogenous parameters were assessed in a model that omitted the lesioned region (Abutalebi et al., 2009 ). Here our multistep approach allowed the remote effects of a focal lesion to be assessed by explicitly incorporating the lesion in the model, and by looking at both endogenous and task-dependent connectivity.
In Part 3, we validated the dissociation of putamen and premotor pathways within the neurologically healthy control population by demonstrating that when connectivity to the left putamen is low, connectivity to the left premotor cortex is high. In other words, there was a tradeoff in the use of one pathway Figure 6 . An illustration of the interindividual variability in endogenous connectivity (top) and modulatory parameters for reading and naming (middle) across our 24 healthy subjects. Each circle (gray) illustrates one healthy subject, and the closed squares (black) represent the patient connectivity parameters. Connections with significantly greater effective connectivity parameters in the patient compared with control subjects are indicated by a star ( p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected) or a double star ( p Ͻ 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). The bottom of the figure plots the strength of the across-subject correlations between endogenous connectivity in vOCC ¡ PUT and all other connections. Positive values (e.g., in the connections from the putamen) indicate that as connectivity of vOCC ¡ PUT increases, connectivity of the other connection also increases. Negative values (e.g., in the vOCC ¡ PM) indicate that as connectivity in vOCC ¡ PUT increases, connectivity in vOCC ¡ PM is decreasing.
over the other, which is the hallmark of functionally dissociated systems . The clinical implication here is that, if damage to one pathway can be compensated for via use of another pathway , then we can predict that outcome will be poorer when both pathways are lost than when only one pathway is lost (Price and Friston, 2002) . More specifically, our fMRI findings predict that, after damage to the left putamen, patients can regain their reading and naming skills by increasing reliance on an alternative neural pathway through the left premotor cortex. Put another way, if the pathway through the left premotor cortex can sustain reading and naming after damage to the left putamen, then patients with damage to both pathways are likely to have worse deficits (and slower recovery) than patients with damage to either the putamen and premotor cortex.
In part 4, we tested and confirmed these predictions in a new sample of patients with damage to the left putamen (n ϭ 19) by showing that those with damage to both the putamen and the premotor cortex had significantly worse speech production than those who had damage to either the putamen or the premotor cortex, even when lesion size was controlled. This strongly supports our conclusion that an intact premotor cortex could facilitate recovery after putaminal damage. However, we cannot rule out that some of the differences in language impairment between Groups 1 and 3A (Fig. 3 ) might be caused by other uncontrolled alterations in perfusion/metabolism, in particular after subcortical stroke that could affect many cortical regions beyond the focal damage (Vallar et al., 1988; Hillis et al., 2004; Choi et al., 2007) . Nevertheless, such uncontrolled alterations in perfusion/metabolism cannot fully explain our findings here because of the nonsignificant differences in language impairment (Table 4) between Groups 2 and 3B, given that all patients in Group 2 had putaminal damage as well. We also acknowledge that there may be many other pathways that might contribute to speech production, and that, ultimately, the most precise predictions will come from understanding all possible ways that the same task can be supported. Nevertheless, we have sufficient evidence here to demonstrate how fMRI can be used to explain and maybe predict differences in language outcome in new patients in whom the compensatory regions were either spared or damaged. With respect to the respective functions of the putamen and premotor pathways, we note that a recent lesion-symptom mapping study associated damage to the left putamen with spontaneous speech at the articulatory level, whereas damage to the left PM impaired speeded naming (Henseler et al., 2014) . These results indicate distinct functions that both contribute to the same overall goal-producing intelligible speech.
We now turn to discuss the implications of our work for understanding the current lesion-deficit mapping literature. Previous lesion studies of patients with subcortical stroke have observed inconsistent effects even in patients with seemingly similar lesion sites (Crosson, 1985; Colombo et al., 1989; D'Esposito and Alexander, 1995) , with both fluent and nonfluent aphasia being reported in cases with putaminal lesions (Crosson, 1985; Nadeau and Crosson, 1997) . A few studies have nonetheless found that the type and severity of the deficit, and the likelihood of recovery depended on whether damage to the putamen also extended to other neighboring structures, including the globus pallidus (Russmann et al., 2003) , the corona radiata (Kawanishi et al., 2002; Komiya et al., 2013) , the medial subcallosal fasciculus, and the periventricular white matter (Naeser et al., 1989) . Indeed, we note the growing appreciation in the literature that damage to separate brain regions can impair performance on the same language task and the effect of damage to one region will depend on the integrity of other regions (for discussion, see . We believe that, by taking into account the multivariate nature of the lesion-deficit associations, for instance by looking at a combination of regions, as in Part 4 of our analyses, many previous discrepancies in lesion-deficit mapping can be resolved, and this may also help to determine reliable and good predictors of language outcome and recovery.
In summary, in a patient with left capsular-putaminal damage, 24 healthy adults and a follow-up with 42 other stroke patients, we have identified and confirmed the importance of a pathway through the left premotor cortex that appears to support reading and naming after damage to the putamen. By showing that a combination of damage to the putamen and the premotor cortex yielded worse performance than in patients who had damage to only one of these regions, our results have direct clinical implications for predicting language recovery after left putaminal damage. They also illustrate how fMRI and connectivity analyses can be used to map recovery pathways, which can then motivate, and be validated by, lesion-deficit analyses. Last but not least, these types of studies may ultimately be useful for interventional studies that target rehabilitation on the identified compensatory regions (e.g., the premotor cortex), for example, using noninvasive brain stimulation techniques to speed up recovery (Naeser et al., 2010; Schlaug et al., 2011) .
